In this paper we study the prize-collecting version of the Generalized Steiner Tree problem. To the best of our knowledge, there is no general combinatorial technique in approximation algorithms developed to study the prize-collecting versions of various problems. These problems are studied on a case by case basis by Bienstock et al. [5] by applying an LP-rounding technique which is not a combinatorial approach. The main contribution of this paper is to introduce a general combinatorial approach towards solving these problems through novel primal-dual schema (without any need to solve an LP). We fuse the primal-dual schema with Farkas lemma to obtain a combinatorial 3-approximation algorithm for the PrizeCollecting Generalized Steiner Tree problem. Our work also inspires a combinatorial algorithm [19] for solving a special case of Kelly's problem [22] of pricing edges.
Introduction
Consider a mailing company that wishes to ship packets overnight between several pairs of cities. To this end, this company can build connecting carriers between cities such that at the end by scheduling the carriers, the company is able to ship the packets overnight between pairs of connected cities. Assume the cost of connecting city i to city j is c ij and the costs are symmetric. In addition, the company has the choice of leasing other companies for some pairs (i, j) of cities with cost π ij so that without any worry the leased company do the shipment between cities i and j overnight. The goal is to build some carriers and lease some other companies such that the company do the shipments overnight with minimum total cost.
The above problem which has also several applications in design of telecommunications networks and wiring with different cable types which offer different amounts of capacity and carry different costs (see e.g. [2, 27] ) is called the prize-collecting generalized Steiner tree (PCGST) problem. In this problem, given a graph G = (V, E), a set of pairs P = {(s 1 , t 1 ), (s 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (s , t )}, a non-negative cost function c : E → Q + , and finally a non-negative penalty function π : P → Q + , our goal is a minimum-cost way of buying a set of edges and paying the penalty for those pairs which are not connected via bought edges. Without loss of generality we assume that P = V × V , since the penalty of any pair which is not required to be connected will be zero (In this paper, by V × V we mean all unordered pairs (i, j) where i = j.) When all sinks are identical, this problem is the classic prize-collecting Steiner tree problem. When all penalties are infinity, this problem is the classic generalized Steiner tree problem. The best approximation algorithm for both of these problems is a 2− 1 n−1 approximation algorithm (n is the number of vertices of the graph) due to Goemans and Williamson [12] .
Another variant of the PCGST problem is the k-forest problem in which with the same setting mentioned for PCGST, our goal is to buy a minimum-cost set of edges of G which connect at least k pairs in P. The problem is a generalization of the classic k-MST and k-Steiner tree (when we have a common source/sink) for which there are 2-approximation and 4-approximation algorithms, respectively (see [6] for a complete literature review of these problems).
facility i 1 and t h is assigned to facility i 2 , then there is a path in (V, H) between i 1 and i 2 . The cost of a solution is the sum of the cost of buying edges in H and the cost of renting edges in the shortest path (with respect to c) of each demand to its assigned facility. In the latter problem, our goal is to find a minimum-cost way of buying some edges, which allow unlimited use after payment of a large fixed cost, and renting some edges, with cost incurred on a per-unit of capacity basis, so that a unit of demand can be sent simultaneously from each source s i to the corresponding sink t i . Interestingly, Kumar et al. [24] show that any α-approximation algorithm for the MCFL problem gives a 2α-approximation algorithm for the MRoB problem. The best approximation algorithm for these problems is the randomized 6.828-approximation algorithm of Becchetti et al. [4] . To the best of our knowledge, the only deterministic algorithm with extremely large constant approximation ratio 1 is a complicated primal-dual algorithm due to Kumar et al. [24] which is a combination of Goemans-Williamson [12] and Jain-Vazirani [17] primaldual algorithms. Intuitively, the main difference between the MCFL problem and the PCGST problem, the problem considered in this paper, is that in the former problem the path between any source-sink pair (s h , t h ) should go through rented edges, bought edges and then rented edges while in the latter problem the path either entirely should go through bought edges or entirely should go through leased (rented) edges.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that Bienstock et al. [5] present an LP-rounding technique to solve prize-collecting traveling salesman and prize-collecting Steiner tree. A similar approach can be used to obtain a 3-approximation algorithm for the PCGST problem. Using a randomized LProunding approach, one can further improve the approximation factor to 2.54 (see Appendix A that we present the approach for the sake of completeness). However, the LProunding technique uses Ellipsoid method which is known to be non-combinatorial and impractical 2 . In the rest of the paper, we mainly focus on a general combinatorial technique through primal-dual schema for the prize-collecting problems.
Our Results.
We show a novel primal-dual framework which gives a 3-approximation algorithm for the prizecollecting generalized Steiner tree problem. In addition, we show that factor three is tight for our primal-dual framework. Indeed, our primal-dual approach is a general technique for prize-collecting versions of combinatorial optimization problems. The prize-collecting generalized Steiner tree 1 According to the authors, the approach of the paper only seems suitable to prove an approximation factor of at least several hundreds. 2 One can write the corresponding LPs to be flow-based rather than cut-based, and then use other LP-solver algorithms. However, during this reduction the number of variables will be cubic in terms of the number of original variables and still we cannot obtain a practical algorithm.
problem is just an example for which we have used our general approach. It is worth mentioning that prize-collecting problems naturally appear in game theory and more specifically in the context of cost-sharing (in which cost share of an agent cannot be more than the utility derived). These problems also appear naturally if one wants to use the Lagarangian Relaxation technique of Jain-Vazirani [17] and Chudak, Roughgarden and Williamson [6] to obtain an approximation algorithm for the corresponding k-version of the problem.
Our primal-dual algorithm has some similarities with Goemans-Williamson algorithm for the prize-collecting Steiner tree (PCST) problem, however our primal-dual LPs are considerably different from theirs. In fact, the primaldual algorithm for PCST makes a crucial use of the assumption that all commodities have the same sink vertex and does not obviously extend to the PCGST problem. This is the same hardness mentioned by Kumar et al. [24] , when they want to extend primal-dual algorithms for single-sink MCFL/MRoB to general MCFL/MRoB. Indeed, if the graph G is a tree the PCST problem can be solved in polynomial time using a simple dynamic programming. However, such a simple dynamic-programming approach does not work for the PCGST problem on trees, and we reduce the problem to an instance of max flow/min cut to solve it polynomially (see Appendix D). It is worth mentioning, by having the solution of this problem on trees, one can obtain a logarithmic approximation ratio for the PCGST problem based on Bartal's machinery [3] (or its slight improvement by Fakcharoenphol et al. [9] ) for probabilistically embedding general metrics into tree metrics.
The first barrier which arises when we consider the natural generalization of Goemans-Williamson primal-dual algorithm is dividing the initial penalty (which is in fact the initial potential) between vertices of each pair. We show that an incorrect dividing of the initial penalty can make the approximation factor very large. The second barrier arises in cost-sharing, the task of allocating the cost of an object to many users of the object in a "fair" manner, when two balls (connected components) merge in GW-algorithm. The last not the least barrier arises in the final removal of (unnecessary) edges in GW-algorithm. We overcome all these barriers by writing novel primal and dual LPs and then make a crucial use of Farkas Lemma. In short, we do not see any direct and general solution to these barriers which are also major hindrances in developing primal-dual schema based algorithm for many other problems (e.g., other version of the rent-or-buy problem, the Steiner tree problem based on bidirected LP, the generalized Steiner network problem). In this paper we propose a clean solution to these issues based on Farkas lemma. The problem that we solve here should be taken just as an exemplification of our approach.
Indeed some of the above barriers can be overcome if we can both increase and decrease the dual variables. To the best of our knowledge, the only primal-dual (exact and not even approximation) algorithms which both increase and decrease the dual variables are the max-flow algorithm and the seminal Edmonds' algorithm for minimum weighted perfect matching. In a separate paper, we show that we can obtain primal and dual LPs for these problems such that in the corresponding algorithms we only increase the dual variables (however, when translated back on the original LP both increase and decrease the dual variables) and still we can solve these problems in polynomial time. Thus, our framework makes a significant step towards answering the important open question that asks whether both increasing and decreasing of dual variables can be used to obtain better primaldual approximation algorithms for combinatorial optimization problems.
Last but not least, we show that in spite of classic k-MST and k-Steiner tree for which there are constant factor approximation algorithms, the k-forest problem is much harder to approximate. In particular, obtaining an approximation factor better than O(n 1/6−ε ) for k-forest requires substantially new ideas including improving the approximation factor O(n 1/3−ε ) for the notorious densest k-subgraph problem. We note that k-forest and PCGST are closely related to each other, since the latter is the Lagrangian relaxation of the former.
Our work also inspires a combinatorial algorithm [19] for solving a special case of Kelly's problem [22] of pricing edges.
Suitable LP Relaxation Using Farkas Lemma
The traditional LP relaxation for the PCGST problem can be written as:
The dual of the above LP is: max
The problem in this dual LP is that there are different dual variables for each pair of vertices. Consider a situation where two vertices i and j are replaced by a million of copies i.e., i is replaced by i 1 , i 2 , · · · and j is replaced by j 1 , j 2 , · · · . Also the original penalty between i and j is replaced by its millionth between i 1 and j 1 , and i 2 and j 2 , and so on. By this reduction we did not logically change the original instance but the execution of a primal dual algorithm which treats each y Si1j1 , y Si2j2 , · · · independently can change significantly. Ability to raise dual variables independently to a specific goal is what really constitutes a primal-dual schema. In fact, it is not hard to create counterexamples that such an approach will not work. On the other hand if we raise y Si 1 j 1 , y Si 2 j 2 , · · · in some dependent manner then we will need to deal with cost-sharing, i.e., distributing the rate of increase. If we raise uniformly then a pair of vertices can bias the dual raise in its favor by creating multiple copies as shown in the above example. We do not see any direct solution to this problem, which is also a major hindrance in developing primal-dual schema based algorithm for many other problems (e.g., other version of the rent-orbuy problem, the Steiner tree problem based on bidirected LP, the generalized Steiner network problem). In this paper we propose a clean solution to this issue based on Farkas lemma. As mentioned before, the problem we solve should be taken as an exemplification of our approach.
We create a new dual variable y S which is the sum of all y Sij 's, where i and j are separated by S. We will treat y S as an independent dual variable in our LP. We will not fix in advance any arrangement of distributing y S among the y Sij 's. Instead we will let the dual solution adapts itself to accommodate y Sij 's. A more rigorous way is to eliminate the issue of cost-sharing altogether by eliminating the dual variables y Sij 's. This also inspires another paper [20] in which we show that Edmonds' matching primaldual algorithm can be recast such that we only increase dual variables (originally Edmonds uses both increasing and decreasing of dual variables). With this substitution of y S , the dual LP 2.2becomes: Note that y Sij 's do not appear in the objective function, so they can be classified as auxiliary variables. So the idea of the primal dual algorithm is to raise dual variables y S 's (according to some rule) and let the LP itself keep accommodating the auxiliary variables (which may increase or decrease). In other words we raise dual variables y S 's and keep testing whether feasible y Sij 's exist, so in essence we do not decrease the actual dual variable but may decrease the auxiliary dual variables. Intuitively, we freeze some y S if increasing it by infinitesimally small epsilon results in the non-existence of feasible y Sij 's. Formally, we need to find the condition when feasible y Sij 's do not exist. This can be done using Farkas lemma.
Suppose α : 2 V → R + is a function from the powerset of V to the non-negative real numbers. For convenience we use the notation α S to denote the value of α at S. Consider a feasible solution of the dual LP 2.3. Using the first set of constraints we get:
Changing the order of summation on the right-hand side we get:
The right hand side can be increased further to yield:
This simplifies to:
Along with the third set of constraints in dual LP 2.3 this gives us:
This inequality does not have y Sij . Farkas lemma tells us that if we fix the y S 's so that the feasible y Sij 's do not exist then we must have a function α (dual variables corresponding to the first set of inequalities in dual LP 2.3) so that the above inequality is violated (see Schrijver books on linear and integer programming [28] , Corollary 7.1.f.) Here, dual variables corresponding to the third set of inequalities are (max S:S (i,j) α S ). Thus in essence if we enforce the above inequality for all functions α, we get the condition on those y S 's for which feasible y Sij 's exist. Hence using Farkas lemma, the dual LP 2.3becomes:
The second set of constraints is actually infinity in number, but only a finite number of them are actually necessary. This is because the set of feasible y S 's is a polytope. Let us now try to simplify dual LP 2. 
For every family, S, f (S) is defined as the right-hand side of the inequality corresponding to S in dual LP 2.5, i.e.,
Proof. We note that for
The proof immediately follows from these two facts.
2
Note that this lemma is analogous to the submodularity of the st-cut. Indeed this lemma is also stronger than the notion of proper functions, weak supermodularity, and weak submodularity considered in the context of Steiner edge connectivity and Steiner element connectivity problems. There we usually have two inequalities and the function needs to satisfy one of them. The simplicity and the strength of this lemma is not a surprise. If we go back and observe the second set of inequalities in Dual LP 2.5,it looks like the Hall's condition for bipartite graphs. This is more formally captured as the following lemma: Proof. Proof follows from the classic max-flow min-cut theorem.
We say that an edge e ∈ E is tight, if for e, the first constraint of dual LP 2.5 holds with equality. We call a family S ∈ F is tight, if for S, the second constraint of dual LP 2.5holds with equality. 
Since y is feasible and the left hand side is modular,
These two facts show that both S 1 ∩ S 2 and S 1 ∪ S 2 are tight. 2
The Primal-Dual Algorithm
Now, we are ready to present a primal-dual algorithm for the PCGST problem.
Algorithm A Input:
An undirected graph G = (V, E), edge costs c e ≥ 0 for e ∈ E, and penalty π ij ≥ 0 for (i, j) ∈ V × V . Output: A forest F , and a set of pairs Q not connected via F .
for each connected component C ∈ G 7 set C active 8 let yC ← 0 9 while there exists an active connected component C ∈ G 10 find minimum ε 1 s.t. if we increase y C of each active C ∈ G by ε1 we get a new tight edge e = {i, j} ∈ E with i ∈ C p ∈ G, j ∈ C q ∈ G, C p = C q (see section 4 ) 11 find minimum ε2 s.t. if we increase yC of each active C ∈ G by ε1 we get a new tight family S (see Section 4 ) 12 let ε = min(ε1, ε2)
set Cp ∪ Cq active, except when there is no
22 let F is derived from F by removing as many edges as possible so that every unmarked pair is connected in F 23 let Q be all pairs not connected via F end Since we only grow y variables for a polynomial number of sets, checking whether an edge is tight is easy. In Section 4, we show how we can find out the next tightness event for families. Note that this is especially important, since the number of families is doubly exponential.
Algorithm for Finding Next Event
Let y * S 's be the current solution to Dual LP 2.5and S be the current family of active sets. We want to find out what is the maximum ε we can add in all the active dual. There are two restrictions on maximum ε, first set of constraints and the second set of constraints in Dual LP 2.5.There are only linear number of first set of constraints and one can find maximum ε, say ε 1 , which this set of constraints allow to add in all the active duals. So we only need to find maximum ε, say ε 2 , which the second set of constraints allow to add in all the active sets. Following lemma 2.4 we can route y * S 's dual in the bipartite graph described in lemma 2.4. We want to route additional maximum flow, which should be equal through all the active sets. We call such a flow equal flow, which in spirit is quite similar to the balanced flow used in [8] . The following lemma characterize the maximum equal flow (ε 2 ) through the active sets. Proof. Note that y * S flow through inactive sets and y * S + ε 2 flow through active sets can be routed, hence if these are the corresponding capacities then s separated from all other vertices is a minimum st-cut (its capacity is the same as a flow).
Suppose there is another minimum st-cut which keeps an active set on s side. Suppose there are k active sets. If we increase ε 2 by some amount, say δ, then the capacity of this cut will be strictly smaller than the capacity of the cut in which s is separated from all other vertices. Hence we will not be able to route additional ε 2 + δ equal-flow.
On the other hand suppose all the minimum st-cuts separate all the active sets from s. In other words if we insist to keep at least one active set on the s side then the capacity of the minimum cut will be strictly more than the capacity of the actual minimum cut. Let D be the difference between these capacities. If we increase ε 2 by D/k then the capacity of all the minimum cut increases by D. Hence we can route an additional
This lemma gives us an iterative algorithm to find maximum equal-flow. We start with an upper bound on ε 2 . A good upperbound is ( ij π ij − S y * S )/k. Set ε 2 = ( ij π ij − S y * S )/k. We compute the minimal minimum st-cut (i.e., s side is set theoretically minimal). Suppose this minimum cut, call it T , separates all the active sets from s then we have the condition of the lemma. So assume that T separates only k number of active sets from s, where k < k. Let the capacity of T is D less than the capacity of the minimum cut which separates s from all the sets. We decrease ε 2 by D/(k − k ), which makes the capacity of T equals to the capacity of the cut which separates s from all other vertices. We compute the minimal minimum cut again. If this new cut separates s from all the other vertices then again we have the condition of the lemma. If not then the claim is that the new cut separates strictly more than k active vertices from s. Indeed, otherwise the decrease in the capacity of cuts, which separates less than or equal to k active vertices, is at most k D/(k − k ), which is also the decrease in the capacity of T . So among these cuts T is still the minimum cut. This proves the claim. The active sets which need to be freeze can also be obtained from this bipartite graph. Use ε 2 as found above and find the maximal minimum st-cut. All the active sets on the s side need to be frozen. The reason is if we add any further ε to any of the active dual on s side then S separated from all other vertices does not remain a minimum st-cut.
Finally it is worth mentioning that in the full version of this paper, we propose a more general combinatorial algorithm to find tight sets which also can be applicable for a wide range of prize-collecting problems.
Analysis
First we consider the time complexity of the algorithm. The main loop of the algorithm terminates when all connected components of F are inactive. Since in each iteration the sum of the number of components and the number of active components decreases, the loop terminates after at most 2n − 1 iterations. Since the most time-consuming part of the loop is finding a tight family which can be done in polynomial time, the total running time of the algorithm is polynomial. Now, we consider the approximation factor of the algorithm. 
The second inequality is easy since y S 's form a feasible solution for the dual. The proof of the first inequality follows immediately from the following two lemmas.
LEMMA 5.1. The sum of penalties of marked pairs in F is at most S⊂V y S .
Proof. We mark a pair only if it belongs to a tight family. Using corollary 2.2 union of tight families is a tight family. The constraint corresponding to this tight family proves the lemma.
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to that of GoemansWilliamson [12] and is also not an emphasizing point of this paper. The proof is moved to the appendix C. 2
Finally it is worth mentioning that the ratio three between the cost of the resulting solution from Algorithm A and the sum of dual variables, i.e., S⊂V y S is tight. Consider the following example. Graph G contains a path a, s 1 , . . . , s n , b where all edges of this path have length 2+ε. Also there is a node t whose distance from all vertices in the path is ∞. The penalty for pair (a, b) is ∞, the penalty for pair (s i , t i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ is 1, and the rest of the penalties are zero. One can easily observe that for this graph and these penalties, the algorithm stops when S⊂V y S = n + o (1) . However the total cost of the optimal solution, which buys all edges of the path and pays the penalties 1 for pairs (s i , t i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ , is 3n + o (1) . Note that in this case, Algorithm A outputs the optimal solution also.
Hardness For k-Forest
In this section, we show an interesting relation between the k-forest problem and the densest k-subgraph problem. Formally, we show that if there is a polynomial time fapproximation algorithm A for the k-forest problem, then there is a polynomial time 2f
2 -approximation algorithm for the densest k-subgraph problem. Given a graph G and a parameter k, the densest k-subgraph problem is to find a set of k vertices with maximum number of induced edges. The densest k-subgraph problem is well-studied in the literature [11, 23] . The best known approximation factor for the densest k-subgraph problem is O(n 1/3−ε ) for some small ε > 0 and improvement is known to be difficult [10, 23] . The connection between k-forest and the densest ksubgraph problem suggests that obtaining an approximation factor better than O(n 1/6−ε ) for k-forest would require substantially new ideas.
We state the reduction in two steps. First we consider minimum k-edge coverage (MkEC), which is the minimum number of vertices in a graph G whose induced subgraph has at least k edges, and mention its relation to densest ksubgraph. THEOREM 6.1. If there is a polynomial time fapproximation algorithm A for MkEC, then there is a polynomial time 2f
2 -approximation algorithm for the densest k-subgraph problem.
Proof. Given a graph G with m edges, we would like to find a set of k vertices with maximum number of edges in the subgraph induced by this set. We use A to find the approximate solution for MkEC of the graph. Suppose l is the maximum number of edges in the MkEC problem for which A outputs a solution Y with at most k vertices. That is, there are l edges in the subgraph induced by Y , and the approximate solution returned by A when l + 1 edges are required to be covered contains at least k+1 vertices. Let the optimal solution to the densest k-subgraph problem contain opt edges. We shall prove that opt ≤ 2f
2 l and thus Y is a solution to the densest k-subgraph problem which is within a factor of 1 2f 2 to the optimal solution. By our choice of l and the fact that A is an fapproximation algorithm, any times. So, the total number of edges in X is at most
(The last inequality holds since we can assume without loss of generality that k > 2f , otherwise, any single edge is a 2f 2 -approximation). Since X is an arbitrary set with k vertices, opt ≤ 2f 2 l and this completes the proof. 2
Next we mention the relation between MkEC and kforest. Proof. For a graph instance G = (V, E) of MkEC, we construct an instance of the k-forest problem as follows. First, we construct a star graph S with a center c and a unit-cost edge {c, v} for each v ∈ V (G). For each edge {u, v} ∈ E(G), we put a commodity pair (u, v) in P. Now, it is easy to observe that any subgraph of S which connects at least k commodity pairs corresponds to a set of vertices whose induced subgraph has at least k edges and visa versa. The desired result follows immediately.
The following theorem follows immediately from Theorems 6.1 and 6.2. In particular, Theorem 6.3 shows that any algorithm with approximation factor in o(n 1/6−ε ) improves the best current approximation factor for the densest k-subgraph problem. Also note that Theorem 6.2 shows that the k-forest problem even on stars is hard.
Discussion and Open Problems
In this paper we see that a straightforward LP sometimes can raise cost sharing issues. These issues could be tackled more easily with a different LP which altogether could be impossible to imagine. In Appendix B, we give the primal LP for dual LP 2.5, which is really the LP we used. As one can see Primal LP B.1 is very hard to imagine directly -it has doubly exponential number of variable. We also see a systematic procedure to eliminate cost sharing issues using Farkas lemma. If we go back, we will see there is not a lot we used from the Goemans-Williamson's paper on constraint forest [12] . As it seems this technique of primaldual is a general combinatorial and practical method to solve other prize-collecting problems 3 . Indeed this is also the case with the rounding technique we presented in this paper (see Appendix A). Prize-collecting problems appear naturally in cooperative game theory. Penalty function π can be thought of the maximum price a user is ready to pay for a shared resource. So we would like to distribute a cost of shared resource(s) among its users. As shown in numerous papers [16, 18, 26, 7] primal-dual schema has an important role to play in designing cost sharing methods. This makes our primal-dual technique even more useful.
An immediate open problem is that whether we can obtain a primal-dual algorithm for the PCGST problem with a better approximation factor (ideally two). Considering the PCGST problem when we have costs on the nodes instead of edges (see e.g. [1, 13, 25] ) is another interesting open area. The other important problem is to get better approximation ratios for multicommodity connected facility location and multicommodity rent-or-buy problems. The framework proposed in this paper could play an instrumental role not only in getting better understanding of the current algorithms for these problems but also in getting a better algorithm or a better analysis of a current algorithm.
A LP Rounding
In this section, we use the LP-rounding technique to give an approximation algorithm with ratio 
Consider a parameter 0 ≤ α < 1. For all pairs (s, t) with z st ≥ α, we round z st to one, i.e., we pay the penalties for these pairs. We call these pairs Q. One can easily observe that if we set x e = 1 1−α x e . Then e∈δ(S) x e ≥ 1 for all (s, t) ∈ Q and for all S ⊂ V such that S (s, t). It means x is a fractional solution of generalized Steiner tree for pairs in Q. Using the 2-approximation algorithm of GoemansWilliamson we can obtain an integer solution with cost at most 2 e∈E(G) c e x e . It means we can obtain a solution of total cost at most 2 e∈E(G) 1 1−α c e x e + (s,t)∈Q π st . Let 0 ≤ β < 1 be a parameter to be fixed later. We choose α uniformly at random within interval [0, β]. Then we have We note that here we applied the general idea of Goemans according to [29] to choose the best α for each input instead of setting it once (otherwise, we get 3-approximation). Indeed, it is not hard to show that our distribution is the best distribution for this instance of LP rounding.
B The Primal LP
Our primal LP whose dual is dual LP 2.5.is as follows (let F be the powerset of the powerset of V ):
x e ≥ 0 ∀e ∈ E (2)
We note that the optimum solution of the PCGST problem is a feasible solution for the primal LP (by setting x e one for each bought edge e and all z's zero except z S = 1 when S is the family corresponding to partition of connected components of bought edges (an isolated vertex is a connected component by itself).
C Proof of Lemma 5.2
Proof. The idea of the proof is similar to that of Goemans and Williamson [12] . Since all edges e ∈ F are tight, i.e., S⊂V :e∈δ(S) y S = c e , we need to show that e∈F S⊂V :e∈δ(S)
or by rewriting terms,
We can prove this invariant by induction on the number of iterations of the main loop. Consider an iteration and the set of components of G in this iteration. Form a graph H in which active and inactive components are vertices and the edges are e ∈ F ∩ δ(A) for active A. We remove all isolated inactive vertices. Now let N a be the set of active vertices and N i be the set of inactive vertices in H. In this iteration, we increase the left-hand side of the inequality by ε ( v∈N a d(v) ), while we increase the right-hand side by ε(2 − Let v be an inactive leaf of H, adjacent to edge e, and let C v be the inactive component corresponding to v which is deactivated at some time before. Any pair (i, j) ∈ V × V such that C v (i, j) is marked. Furthermore, since v is a leaf, no vertex in C v can lie on the path between vertices of an unmarked pair. Therefore, no inactive node can be a leaf. It means,
Here the inequality holds since all inactive vertices has degree at least two, and since the number of active components is always at most n. Proof. We reduce the problem to an instance of max flow/min cut as follows. We form a bipartite graph G = (X ∪ Y, E ) where there is a vertex x e ∈ X with weight of c e for each edge e ∈ E(G) (G is our original graph which is a tree), there is a vertex y ij with weight π ij for each (i, j) ∈ V × V , and there is an edge from x e to y ij if and only if edge e is on the (unique) path between i and j in G. Now, it is easy to see that solving the PCGST problem on G is equivalent to find a minimum weighted vertex cover 4 in G (for each selected vertex x e ∈ X we buy edge e, and for each selected vertex y ij ∈ Y we pay the penalty.) The minimum weighted vertex cover on bipartite graphs can be easily solved by the max flow/min cut theorem, see e.g. [30] . 2
It is worth mentioning, by having the solution of this problem on trees, one can obtain a logarithmic approximation ratio for the PCGST problem based on Bartal's machinery [3] (or its slight improvement by Fakcharoenphol et al. [9] ) for probabilistically embedding general metrics into tree metrics. Finally as mentioned in Section 7, solving the k-forest problem on trees is an important open problem.
